FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Blos • Roses Introduces the FIRST Combo Station
Blow Dry, Manicure and Pedicure Under an Hour

March, 2020 (Andover, MA) – Blos • Roses is a concept like no other that bridges the
gap between high-quality beauty services and time with the invention of the FIRST
combo station - a blow dry, manicure and pedicure all done at the same time in 60
minutes or less! 3D Tour: https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=RtsPbuP19fp
“We offer women quality services that are both fast and affordable, making it easy for the
modern woman to balance it all!” says Karolyn Henao, co-founder.
Diana Hernandez, founder, used her expertise in design to deliver more than just a
service for every customer that walks through the door, and her innovative concept is
changing the beauty market in Miami. Women no longer have to compromise good
service for lack of time – they can now have the power of a team working just for them!
VIDEO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bMO53OlbeO0&feature=youtu.be
The custom-built combo station is designed for the client to sit in a salon chair with a
Freestylist Support System suspending a blow dryer above them. Then there is a
stationary pedicure bowl and technician chair that stores supplies and a special
manicure table (also with tech chair that stores supplies) that rotates around the client,
hairdresser and pedicure technician. The execution by all three technicians resembles a
well-rehearsed dance around the client.
Technicians have a two-week training period to learn how to work together and a
detailed manual highlights where each one should physically start each service, rotate
after 20 minutes…all the way to where each should be positioned at the end. Every
detail is covered, down to how and when to part the guest’s hair to allow for transitions.
“This concept literally would not work if we didn’t have the Freestylist Support System, it
allows all three technicians the ability to rotate around the station while ensuring our
-more-

guests receive superior services while feeling pampered,” says Henao. “People are so
busy, and we have a lot of traffic here in Miami, so once women realize they can come
to one place for all three services at the same time, they’re hooked!”
Follow Blos • Roses on Facebook and Instagram, or call 786-613-4080.
MORE IMAGES: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/d3ie9yd70b85jiq/AAAHisubCuXpDQ8pBX7nyb8la?dl=0

Freestyle Systems is a leading technology provider of patented health-conscious
solutions for salons and spas. Their products elevate décor, aesthetics and function, as
well as provide solutions to problems that can threaten stylists’ careers. The Freestylist
Support System is the world's first and only weightless blow drying system and the most
ergonomical in the industry. Thousands of stylists rely on it to reduce repetitive stress
injuries, eliminate cord tangles and optimize blow drying efficiency for longer healthier
careers. See it in action! SpectraLights are the first LED lights designed for salons and
the most energy efficient salon lights in the world. They closely match the sun’s visible
spectrum to provide optimal lighting for accurate color reading results for both colorists
and guests. Learn more on freestylesystems.com, YouTube @Freestyle Systems,
Facebook @FreestyleSystems and Instagram @FreestyleSystems.
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